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Formal Banquet Dec. 15
For Girls In Commons

.BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, NOVEMBER 19. 1952

Cast, Crew Ready For "Barretts"
First Performance Tomorrow
Bates Debaters
Beat Harvard
In 3-0 Decision
Bates took a thrce-to-nothing decision from Harvard University last
Friday, in the first decision debate to
be held on the campus in several
years.

BOWDOIN'S Mcddicbcmpstcrs, who will sing at formal
Stu-G banquet
Merrill Studio, Brunswick
The Women's Student Government announced today its plans
for the women's formal banquet
Men's Commons.
Bowdoin's famed Mcddiebempsters will provide the entertainment of the evening. The menu
will include fruit cup, roast turkey
dinner with all the fixings, ending
with mints., nuts, and coffee.
Working in cooperation with
Mr. Ramsey is a banquet committee: entertainment, Lois
Miller
and Margaret Fox; invitations and
menus, Carolyn Snow and Sue
Ordway; dining room arrangements. Betty Sherman and Joan
Staib;
decorations,
Ellen
DeSantis and Kathleen Kirschbauin.
Informal Origin
This is the first time in several
years that the Student Government
has sponsored such a banquet for
for the entire women's student
body. The Board has been proud
of its projects this year, President
Lois Miller said yesterday. It has
been responsible for the sale of
college blazers and the selection of
a Stu-G key, and is now investigating the possibility of a new style of
Bates ring for women. The Board
has spent much time and energy in
planning the banquet, its biggest fall
project, to bring to the women of
the campus a "special Christmas
surprise."
Innovation
The Meddiebempsters were organized at Bowdoin College in
1937 by a group of undergraduates.
The odd name was derived from a
town in Northern Maine, Meddybemps. From that informal beginning,, the
Meddies'
reputation
spread throughout the New England States, and to most colleges in
the East. However, it was during a
Glee Club appearance in Washington that the group achieved its
greatest recognition. Their singing
was so much enjoyed by Mrs. Truman, Associate Justice Burton,
and other Washington dignitaries,
that it was suggested in 1948 that
the group tour the American Zone
of
Germany,
entertaining
our

to be held December 15 at the
troops there.
Since that time the Meddiebempsters have sung in Germany and
other parts of Europe three summers, under the Special Services
Branch of the Department of the
Army. In addition, the group has
appeared on radio and television in
both New York and Washington.
During the regular school year
many concerts are given at Bowdoin, at social and club gatherings
throughout the East, at many of
the Eastern colleges, and, of course,
at all Glee Club concerts.
Try For Variety
The Meddies. in forming their
repertoire, have tried to achieve variety by including all types of popular music — barbershop ballads,
spirituals, novelty numbers, and
close harmony.
In addition to this they have
laid stress on what they consider
the most important factor in octet
singing — their distinctive blend.
Toward this end all nine men in the
group (a base was added to the
original octet when it was found
to give additional depth to the
tone) have been picked for the
quality of their voices which
blend with the others. This, plus
hard work and constant addition
and correction, makes up the mechanical side of their success.

Freshmen, Juniors
Nominate Candidates
For Class Offices
At a special class meeting following
the
Assembly
program
Monday.
the
Freshman
Class
chose its nominees for class offices and for Student Council representative.
Robert McAfee and John Davis
were the class' choices for the
president's office. For the vicepresidency the balloting was so
(Continued on page three)

By Subscription

The Bates negative team of Richard Breault and Alan Hakes emerged
victorious over an affirmative team
of Fred Mendelsohn and Jay Xussbaum. The debate on a Federal fair
employment practices law took place
in the Little Theatre.
A Bates affirmative team of Warren Carroll and Robert Rubinstein
will meet a negative team from Harvard at Cambridge tomorrow night in
the second part of the home and
away agreement.
Both Rubinstein and Carroll have
a strong background of debating experience, having competed in varsity
tournaments for three years.
Friday and Saturday eight Bates
debaters will compete in th University of Vermont's practice tournament at Burlington, Vt. This tournament is attended fay about forty colleges, many of whom have had more
debates on the current topic than
Bates.
Last year the Bates team won
eighteen debates while losing two.
Among other schools. Bates defeated
Wesleyan, Vermont, Pennsylvania.
Georgetown, and Dartmouth, all of
whom were among the national
leaders.
(Continued on page two)

The complete cast and backstage crew for the Robinson Players'
I production of Rudolf Besier's "The Barretts of Wimpole Street,"
which will be presented at three evening performances beginning
tomorrow night, has been announced by Miss Schaeffer, director
of the play.
ert Browning, Dwight Harvie; Dr.
Tickets for the play may be
Ford-Waterlow,
John Sturgis;
purchased downstairs in Chase
Capt. Surtees Cook. Daniel RuHall for $1.25. Dress rehearsal
benstein.
performances were given Monday
Costumes for this production
and Wednesday evenings. Curtain
have
been prepared under the ditime for the regular performances
rection of Constance Flower. June
will be eight o'clock.
The cast is as follows: Dr. Johnson is in charge of properties.
Chambers, Gordon I'eaco; Edward Make-up is being done by JacqueVan
Hemert,
and
Janet
Moulton-Barrett, Richard Mel- line
Lockwood
is
directing
publicity.
ville; Elisabeth Barrett MoultonThe two stage managers for
Barrett. N'orma Judson; Wilson.
Patricia Heldman;
Henrietta "The Barretts" are Jean Cleary
Moulton-Barrett,
Ruth
Richard- and Gordon Peaco. Prompters are
son; Arabell, Carolyn Day; Octa- I'arda Ulpts and Abigail Treat.
vius, Steven Rradcen; Septimus. The technicolor lighting assistants
Peter Whitaker; Alfred, Bruce are Donald Peck and William
Chandler; Henry. Donald Goch- Stevens.
Irene Lawrence is assisting Miss
berg; George, William Goodreau;
Bella Hedley, Marion Schatts; Schaeffer in directing the entire
Henry Bevin, Peter Packard: Rob- production.

Mayoralty Pair
Still Compatible
John Bertram and off-campus
•men are willing to retain the
present alignment of sides in this
year's mayoralty campaign, Bruce
Chandler announced at Stu-C's
weekly meeting last Wednesday.
Discussion of mayoralty will continue tonight.
The council discussed plans for
the
annual
freshman
banquet,
which will take place next Monday. Off-campus men who wish to
attend this function should notify
Alan Goddard or Lurian Brown byFriday.
Gordon Hall told the group that
Dr. Lux was to release a statement as to the cost to Bates of
equipment "borrowed" from the
gym. Dr. Lux has asked the council to'stress the importance of returning athletic equipment. Hall
also read a letter from the Outing
Club
regarding damage
to
a
wagon at the Back to Bates rally.
Charles Calcagni was requested to
reply.
Kenneth Griswold was appointed
to purchase a number of records
(Continued on page eight)

Norma JUDSON, left, and Ruth RICHARDSON in a scene from
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street"
(Photo by Conklin)

BOC Is Host At
IOCA Meeting
The Bates Outing Club was the
host club for the Inter-collegiate
Outing Club Association Conference held this past weekend at the
Camden Sno-Bowl.
There was a total registration of
45 students from the University of
Maine. Washington State College,
Westbrook Junior College. Colby
College. Farmington State Teacher's College, and Bates.
Nine Bates members left for
Camden Friday evening to get
ready for the conference on Saturday morning.
Saturday afternoon Richard
Brenton, executive secretary of the
Association, conducted the business meeting. The main topics
were discussions on trips in conjunction with other colleges and
on
College
Week
held
last
(Continued on page three>

Dogpatchers Frolic
At Sadie Hawkins
"Marryin' Sam" Sampson was
man of the hour at the annual
Sadie Hawkins dance, held Saturday night in Chase Hall.
At his formal best, "Swampy"
did his utmost to defy Dean Rowe
by quickly and efficiently marrying all the Bates students in sight,
whether or not they had obtained permission from the Dean
of the Faculty.
Caller Keeps 'Em Hopping
Another feature attraction of a
highly successful evening was Mr.
Howie Davidson who took care of
the square dancing. He personally
did the calling, and a group of his
assistants demonstrated specialty
dances.
The capacity crowd was ornamented with a variety of typical
Dogpatch costumes. These ranged
all the way from the towel and
(Continued on page three)
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Opinion Favorable To Sunday's Ike's Assets Include
Coed Meal-A Few Exceptions Sex And Father Appeal
By Connie Manion
"We went in there with fear and trepidation," said an anonymous coed about Sunday's noon dining with men at Rand and
the Commons.
Other comments on the first of
four Sunday coed dining experiments ranged all the way from
"I loved it" to "Me for the Hobby
Shoppe". But most students interviewed agreed that it was a pleasant occasion. Noteworthy is the
fact that the dissenting opinons
came from the male side of the
campus.
Diane West said that "it was
like a fraternity-sorority college.
The atmosphere seemed very natural and relaxed."
"Natural Thing"
Another coed said that "at last
Bates was waking up to the fact
that it is the only natural thing
to do. You eat with your mother,
don't you?" she cried to a male
who disagreed. Margaret Sharpe
and Cristol Schwarz both agreed
that it was pleasant.
Thomas Whitney released this
statement. "I thought that the
coed dining program got off on
the right foot, at least at Rand
Hall. Frankly, it was .much better
than I had expected. The men and
women intermingled well and, for
the most part, seemed to be enjoying themselves."
Greenberg Unhappy
But Robert Greenberg said. "In
my opinion, coed dining was a
failure. Added to the difficulty of
seating both men and women were
the tensions created by having
both men and women eating at the
same table or in the same vicinity.
I was not satisfied with the arrangement and am in favor of the
previous system of eating."
Most of the people interviewed
seemed pleased with the end results but expressed low opinions
of the card system for admittance.
Janet Hunter noted that a few
couples who signed up for the
same dining hall were separated
and had to go through a lot of
juggling to exchange tickets to be
together.
She
suggested that
couples ought to have been al(Continued on page eight)

Students Unite
At Coed Coffee

Spofford Club
Spofford held its first formal
meeting Tuesday night at Dr.
Wright's home. Four new members were admitted, and the first
part of the meeting was given to
reading and discussing their manuscripts.
The four neophytes are Molly
Winch, Clifford Wieden, Jane Libby and Robert Kolovson.
The remainder of the meeting
was spent hearing the work of
some of the veteran members.

Gobbler Goes
To OC Skate
The Bates Outing Club is
sponsoring a Turkey Skate,
next Saturday night at the
Lewiston Fair Grounds. This
new type of roller skate gives
the holder of the lucky number
a door prize of a Thanksgiving
turkey. Buses will leave the
chapel at 7:30. Tickets for the
function are being sold by
dormitory representatives for
$.50 and will be sold at the door
for $.60.

Downing Harvard

In analyzing why Eisenhower won, it can be seen that a great
deal of his vote was due to his tremendous appeal to women and
to the "father complex of youth".
This was the opinion of Dr.
Lawrence Pelletier, professor of large vote is usually a Democratic
one, and second, that a party is
government at Bowdoin, in his never voted out of office during a
chapel address on Friday.

l'elletier said that to find out
why the
Republicans won, it
would be necessary to examine the
electoral vote in detail. He expressed his belief that there was
"entirely too much in the Eisenhower victory of voting for a
leader". This is demonstrated by
the bare majority that the Republicans have in both houses of Congress.
The effect of the campaign on
the
candidates
was discussed,
especially in terms of the extensive use of airplanes and television
this year. These two factors were
added techniques, and as such sent
expenses skyrocketing.
Pelletier
said that in spite of the fact that
the new president is at the end of
his rope physically and emotionally when the whole business is
over, this type of campaign will
continue in future elections.
Dr. Pelletier called special attention to the conclusions of the
political scientist. In the first place,
two generalizations made in the
past are not so — first, that a

period of prosperity. Secondly, the
election was a personal victory for
Kisenhower rather than an overwhelming endorsement of the Republican Party.
In commenting upon the position of the pollsters in 1948 and
1952, the liowdoin professor stated
that they were "caught in the
dilemma of an undecided vote." In
1948 they ignored it. in 1952 they
tried to determine it; both times
they were wrong.
Dr. Pelletier did not feel that
this election showed the rise of
two parties in the South or the
trend of labor away from the Democratic Party, since conclusions
like these can only be drawn from
a long range point ot view. "The
simple explanation of the election
is that too many people were fed
up with Truman," he concluded.
Although complete endorsement
of the Republicans was not apparent, Professor Pelletier pointed out
that they now have the opportunity to demonstrate their policies
and return the two party system to
a more balanced basis.

Young Republicans Pick
Bell As College Chairman
Richard BREAUI.T speaking for the Bates debate team on the
FEPC. At right is moderator Dee WEST. The Harvard duo is
at left.
Photo by Dick Bryant
that some of the boys at Commons
were uncooperative in that either
they sat together, or didn't talk
with the girls. She also said that
the situation was rather stiff and
formal, since it was the first time.
An upperclassman, who ate at
Rand, felt that the family style
offered a better opportunity for
coeducation than at the Commons.
Another upperclassman said that
the co-ed dining was much more
natural, and seemed to her to run
very smoothly.
Coffee A "Hit
Some .students were even more
enthusiastic about the coed coffee.
They felt that it was the perfect
time and place for an informal
gathering. One student expressed
the desire that there beN a similar
open house at the Union every
Sunday whether there be coed dining or not. •
Other students agreed with this.
adding .thai
the
refreshments
wouldn't be necessary. An upperclassman felt that the informal
gathering with the group singing
was one of the best ways to ease
the stiff feeling other students had
talked about. He added that the
coed coffee would promote more

interest and enthusiasm in coed
dining.
It seemed the general concensus
of opinion that the coffee was a
great success, and a perfect followup of a successful coed meal.

Ritz Theatre

Community Theatre

A co-ed coffee at the Women's
Union was sponsored by Stu-G directly after the noon meal on Sunday. Students entertained themselves with everything from music
to cards.
In the living-room, different people took turns at the piano, and
the rest joined in group singing.
Upstairs, there were many active
bridge games, while downstairs a
variety of games were going on,
including ping pong, pool, checkers, and even pick-up-sticks.
Discuss Coed Meal
While drinking coffee and eating
cookies and candy, the students
discussed the success of the first
of four Sunday coed meals. Although the majority of students
apparently enjoyed the meals at Wed., Thurs.
Nov. 19, 20
both Rand and the Commons, it
"SECOND WOMAN"
was the general opinion that the
'•THE LADY SAYS NO"
1:10 meal at Rand was the most
successful. The men and women Fri., Sat.
Nov. 21, 22
sat together at all the tables, with
"MY SIX CONVICTS"
the possible exception of one or
"DUEL AT SILVER CREEK"
two, while many felt that there
was more segregation at the first Sun. to Thurs.
Nov. 23 to 27
Rand meal, and at Commons.
"HELLGATE"
One freshman coed remarked 'MISTER WALKIE-TALKIE"

Debate rs
(Continued from page one)
This year's topic is the national college question of fair employment
practices legislation. The Bates affirmative teams will be Mary Kllen
liailey and Margaret Brown, both
juniors. These are the only two who
have been to the Vermont tournament
before. Richard Hathaway and Blaine
Taylor arc also on the affirmative.
They are sophomores who were on the
winning team at the Dartmouth novice tournament last spring.
The negative teams will be Diane
Wr-t and Ann Sabo, juniors who
were on the winning team at the
Maine State College tourament last
year, and Donald Weatherbee and
Morton Brody. Weatherbee is a junior who has participated in a state
tournament and Brody is a sophomore
who was also a member of the freshman team which swept the Dartmouth
tournament last vear.

For the fifteen Bates Young Remblicans who went to the Hotel
F.astland in Portland Saturday for
a convention of the New F.ngland
Federation of Young Republican
Clubs, the high point of the session came with the election of
their candidate to be chairman of
the YR College work for the entire 'New England region. Max
Bell, a Bates graduate now at
Harvard Law, was chosen by the
group for this office after nomination by the Bates delegation.
Nine Schools Present
The YR College division held its
meeting Saturday afternoon before
the meetings of the entire Federation. The session was presided
over by Roger Moore, chairman of
the YR National College Service
Committee, and nine schools were
represented. These included, besides
Bates,
Brown,
Harvard.
Rhode Island, RadclilTe. Smith.
Wellesley,
Middlebury and the
University of Maine. Each college
group had one vote.
The Bates delegation, meeting
in caucus, named John Barlow of
the local club to represent Maine

STRAND
THEATRE
Wed. and Thurs. - Nov. 19, 20
"HOLIDAY FOR SINNERS"
Keenan Wynn
Gig Young
"WILD HEART"
Jennifer Jones

Wed.-Thurs.
Nov. 19-20
Fri. and Sat. - Nov. 21, 22
"TOMORROW IS ANOTHER
"ASSIGNMENT IN PARIS"
DAY"
Marta Toren
"ALADDIN AND HIS LAMP" Dana Andrews
"WYOMING ROUNDUP"
Fri.-Sat.
Nov. 21-22
"Whip" Wilson
"WHEN IN ROME"
"RAIDERS OF THE DESERT" Sun., Mon., Tues. - Nov. 23, 24, 25
"MONTANA TERRITORY"
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
Nov. 23-24-25
Ron McAllister
•BEND OF THE RIVER"
(in technicolor)
O'HENRY'S "FULL HOUSE"
"NIGHT AND THE CITY"
Jeanne Crain

as official delegate. They decided
to
support
Bell,
Barlow
and
I-'rank Mangione of Brown for the
three committee posts, and to permit Richard Hathaway, president
of the Bates Club, to cast the
group's vote.
Bell Unanimous Choice
lit the full session, when the
time came for nominations for the
chairman's position, Bates, being
first alphabetically, had the first
chance. Alan Hakes placed Bell's
name in nomination on behalf of
the group, and he was unanimously
elected. Barlow, after being nominated by David Wyllic for another
committee post, was narrowly defeated.
The Bates group was quite
pleased with the results of the
convention, according to Hathaway. Besides having a chance to
meet with other young OOPs
from all over New England, they
gained valuable experience in the
workings of a practical political
organization. Some stayed for the
banquet Saturday night and heard
addresses by Governor-elect Crot and other Republican dignitaries

EMPIRE
THEATRE
Wednesday through Saturday
Nov. 19-22

" IV AN HOE"
in Technicolor
with

Robert Taylor
Elizabeth Taylor
Joan Fontaine
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
Nov. 23, 24, 25

"Pony Soldier"
with

Tyrone Power
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Seniors Asked
To Register

Elections

The
Placement
Office
has
urged all members of the senior
class to begin this week the process of registration
for postgraduation job hunting assistance.
According to Professor Bartlett,
papers should be on file in his office as soon as possible so that
students will not miss out on job
opportunities
when
they arise.
Seniors who do not so register may
miss out on a good chance just
because the Placement Office did
not have the necessary information on them to send out in response to a potential employer's
request.
Placement Office Can Help
The primary responsibility is on
the job seeker, but, Prof. Bartlett
points out, because of year to year
constant contacts with employers
and employment techniques, the
Placement Office is able to give
especially valuable assistance people who are trying for the first
time to find a full time job suited
to their individual needs.
Draft No Objection
Many students in this year's
senior class will be draft eligible
after graduation. The Placement
Office feels, however, that they
should nevertheless make preparation now for the employment problems they will face after their military service.
A few seniors have already taken
papers, but very few have returned
them. The process of collecting
references and data is a time" consuming one, and all seniors are
urged to take immediate action to
get the process started to help the
Placement Office help them in
their job seeking efforts.

OOO

(Continued from page one)
close that three names were presented: Virginia Fedor, David Olney, and Margaret Sharpe.
Two Girls Secretary Choices
Two coeds, Kay Mel.in and
Diane Felt, were selected as candidates for the secretary's post,
and Bruce Brainerd and Donald
Root won the race for treasurer's
nominations.
For the important post of freshman representative in the Student

Sampsonville Sells
Women's Wares
The
Sampsonville Wives
Club will hold a pastry sale
this Friday.
The "other halves" will display
their handiwork in the Chase
Hall basement from three to
four o'clock that afternoon.
Presented in order to raise
money for Sampsonville playground equipment, the sale will
include cakes, pices, and cookies
at various moderate prices.
Mrs. Lois Hale is in charge of
arrangements for the sale.
Council,
Lawrence
Evans and
Richard Wakely were the selections of the class. Only the men
vote for this position.
Juniors Also Nominate
During the same period the
Junior Class also had a special
meeting to chose nominees for
their class treasurer. Paul Callan
and Richard Weber were selected
to run for the post vacated when
Richard Bergquist, the treasurerelect, left school.
Final voting for all the offices
open will be held after the assembly Monday. Freshmen and
Juniors will again be asked to re-

Sadie Hawkins Diversion

En tertainmen t,
Nu ts A t Banquet
The Freshman Recognition Banquet will be held Monday at 6
p. m. in the Men's Commons.
All men on campus are invited to
attend. Any off-campus men desiring to attend can make special
arrangements with Alan Goddard
and Lucian Brown, the Student
Council representatives in charge
of the affair.
Entertainment at the banquet
will be by Henry Bauer, David
Olncy. Robert "Joe College" Kolovson and the freshman from John
Bertram Hall. The meal, to be
served by the waitresses from
Rand Hall, will feature roast turkey, fresh fruit cup, whipped potatoes, squash, salad, hot rolls,
ice cream, coffee, and a special
order of salted nuts. The guests
who have been invited by the Student Council are the council advisors: Mr. Ramsey, dining room
supervisor; and President Phillips.

MARRYIN' SAM Sampson giving sales talk to Norma JUDSON
and Dick WEBER at Saturday dance.
Photo by Giddings
*

Dogpatchers
(Continued from page one)
moccasins of "Lonesome Polecat"
(Frank Stred) to the "full dress"
of "Hairless Joe" (Don Miller),
who with his curly red tresses was
almost unrecognizable.
Mammy Parsons
Representing "Mammy Yokum",
corn cob pipe and all. was Cynthia
1'ars.ons. Priscilla Hatch, in a
burlap bag, was the "Wolf Gal".
Conspicuously absent were "Li'l
Abncr"
and "Pappy
Yokum".
Men in costumes were evident,
however, the majority choosing a
"Dogpatch Bum" outfit. Prizewinning representatives of this
group were Cornelio Dimaria and
Leverctt Campbell.
An able rival of Mr. Sampson
for "Marryin' Sam" honors, and
student prize winner for his costume, was freshman Donald Root.

Hear Donovan
At World Gov't
The World Government club
will hold its regular meeting Sunday evening at 8 o'clock in the
Women's Union.
Dr. Donovan, head of the Government Department will address
the group on the problem of Nationalism. Refreshments will be
served.
All students interested in the
problems confronting the establishment of world order are invited to attend.
main to make their final choices.
Alan Goddard, representing the
Student Council, is in charge of
the nominations and elections.

IBatonfy-Time will Tell
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THE GUV SAID
HOW CAN THEY
IT WILL BE THE
TELL SO SOON ?
THIS
RICHEST,
REMINDS ME
GOLD-MINE
MINE
OF THE TIME
AND IT
STOCK WILL
IN THE
I
BOUGHT
THE
ONLY
h> MAKE
WORLD.'
BROOKLYN
COSTA
US ALL
BRIDGE!
BUCK
MILLIONAIRES.'
A SHARE!

Another freshman, Alice Brooke,
was "Daisy Mae" for the evening.
Thin Men Preferred
The coeds took care of admission charges, which were 3 cents
for each inch around their dates'
waistline. A maximum charge of
$1 was set up for the benefit of
several whose finances might not
be equal to the problem presented
by a number of the more weighty
gentlemen.
All arrangements for the dance
were
under the
direction
of
Patricia Jcrvis and Lyn Watson.

Barristers
The Bates Barristers will hold
their third meeting of the year this
Sunday evening in Roger Williams
Hall conference room at 7 o'clock.
Prospective members are reminded that this is their last
chance to join this semester.
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Editorials
"Get Off My Feet!"
Now that the crucial Sadie Hawkins dance is past, we can look
back on it with a little perspective.
On the whole, everyone seemed to enjoy the dance, except for
one aspect: there were just'too many people on too little dance
floor. With a couple of hundred people whirling their partners, it
certainly is surprising that more of them didn't get an elbow in the
teeth or a clodhopper in the shins. The casualty rate evidently was
pretty low. But square dancing is exhausting enough without the
added danger of being flattened by Hairless Joe as he promenades
his darling.
The gym is the proper place for such a dance as Sadie Hawkins,
one of the most important, to say nothing of unusual, events of the
Fall. As long as it continues to be well attended, and there is no
reason why it shouldn't if Nature stays the same, the dancers
should have a chance to really enjoy such a square dance caller as
Howie Davidson, one of the best in the state.
Though no one wants to gouge up the shiny gymnasium floor, if
an appeal were made to the men not to wear earth-shattering Dogpatch footwear, it would undoubtedly be heeded. There is really
no reason why a spacious gym floor should lie loncsomely beneath
a Dogpatch moon while gals have to spend more time looking out
for flying elbows than keeping the eye of their handsome Sadie
Hawkins Catch in little old Chase Hall.

Ah, Coed Dining!
Right on the heels of Sadie Hawkins Day came another hurdle,
particularly for the men of the campus: the first Sunday of coed
dining.
While it is impossible to poll eds and coeds on their opinion of
this first Sunday together, our guess would be that the great
majority of them would have to say that it was hardly more of an
ordeal than putting on a tie or nylon stockings for the ordinary
stiff Sunday meal.
And we imagine that most of the men would also say that it
was rather pleasant having the opposite sex in the same dining
room, for the effect of feminine charms, even if the conversation
was not quite so animated as usual.
The impression, at least for this first Sunday, apparently was
friendly toward the coed dining experiment. Since this meal seemed
so painless, we can't help but wonder how much more relaxed and
sociable students would be if they had a chance to eat together
at a more informal daily 'chow.' But for the present that is dream
material. The best must be made of the reality as it is today.

"Pic Of Year" Result Of
Brain And Plain Work
By Larry Evans
How about a picture of yourself
holding your head in your hand?
Impossible? Not at all. Working
in the darkroom in the basement
of Roger Bill, George Conklin
and Dick Bryant turn out all
sorts of pictures for the STUDENT and the News Bureau.
Their work, 'generally not given
close scrutiny by the STUDENT
reader, showed itself last week in
the football picture montage which
covered the first page.
The Process Reviewed
Credit for the photography and
its developing goes to George
Conklin. His developing and printing is very similar to that done at
the corner drug store, but it is
carried on at an accelerated rate.
Within fifteen minutes after entering the darkroom, the negative
is placed in the developing solution, removed, printed while still
wet, and the print is dried by
an electrically heated dryer. The
drying of the print consumes another twenty minutes, giving the
entire process a duration of thirty five minutes. The print, if it is intended for the STUDENT, goes
to the engraver where a half-tone
cut of it is made. Placed firmly in
the printer's mat, the cut reproduces itself as the picture we see
in the STUDENT.
At first glance one would think
that the football montage was
easily made up by placing photo-

graphs side by side and taking a
picture of the photos. Closer examination of the fine blending of
picture into picture denies such
an hypothesis. Dick Bryant described his procedure to this reporter as follows: After negatives
were selected, a plan of the montage was drawn up showing how
each picture was to fit in. Each
exposure was then placed on an
individual sheet. Dick "masked
over" the exposures in accordance
with his plan-form set up previously.
Skill Required
To account differences in contrast, he used a filter to give each
separate picture the same apparent
light and contrast. By slight movements of his "mask" he blended
the fringes of one picture into another. When he decided the blending was complete enough, he removed the entire montage-form
from the developing solution. The
whole one picture — or five picture
in one — was developed out, fixed,
and dried in the usual manner.
This work, which requires quick
thinking and craftsmanship, especially in giving the same contrast
to five different negatives, took
slightly over two hours to complete.
So if you want a picture of yourself standing on the cupola of
Hathorn or holding your head in
your hands, you'll know where to
go ... for a price.

Going through line at Commons
l>efore the Colby game Dave
Crowley asked for more juice on
the grounds that football players
needed extra nourishment. The
juice dispenser behind the counter,
who knew he wasn't on the team,
told him that if they won the game
she'd give him all the extra juice.
So last week when Dave appeared
before the same employee, she
smiled gleefully and presented
him with two cans of orange juice.
The J.B. frosh have had their
annual trial. The convicted victim
was ushered around to various
girls' dorms in his pajamas to
serenade, while his feminine classmates poured water on the unprotected topknot.
Smith Middle was well organized for the ladies' parade
Saturday night. For inspection
purposes a roving spotlight hit
the girls full in the face as
they approached. It is rumored
that this nearly led at least one
Northeast Airlines plane to its
destruction.
Inside the dorm one room had
been set aside as a lounge. The
dominating feature of this fetching
Cubicle was a large moosehead
labeled "Species: DiMaria". One
of the Scraggs was present to
operate a loudspeaker system calling the inmates as their dates arrived. Each girl was asked to sign
the log, sit down, and make herself at home.
John Berry's roommates announced his debut at Sadie
Hawkins. John is reported
pleased and proud. It was his
first social encounter in three
and a half years at Bates.
Many women have expressed
their gratiude to the groups of devoted followers who have serenaded them over the weekend,
seriously and otherwise.
A couple of Rand English
majors pulled a shrewdie this
weekend by mentioning to the
appropriate parties that they
had to do research on a thesis
at the Bowdoin library. Forth-

Letter To Editor
To The Editor:
Perhaps the observation of an
organization in action for only six
meetings does not justify this letter. Yet, if there is one conclusion
I have reached in attending the
open meetings of the Men's Student Council it is that the college
is extremely fortunate in having
such a superior and hard working
body representing them.
Each
man on the council appears to have
spent a large amount of time and
to be vitally interested in the
needs and possible improvements
of our college community.
For this reason I believe that
particularly the men and the administration must have .more interest in and respect for the advice
of the council. In a small college
such as ours where true progress
is proportional to the cooperation
and respect of various groups toward one another, we are fortunate
to have such a fine group as the
Men's Student Council with its cooperative, positive approach toward the college program.
It is my hope that we will all
take a more vital interest in its
work so that it will continue the
superior job it is doing and will not
become discouraged by the apparent apathy manifested toward it
during the first part of this college
year.
Duke-Dukakis

coming was an invitation for
dinner and an evening of
"good fun" at one of the
Bowdoin fraternity romps. Research was completed during
the afternoon . . .
Several Outing Club Council
members took off for the weekend
to an intercollegiate conference at
Camden. Roger Thies made the
most of the opportunity by baking
an apple pie for the Bates party.

By unanimous vote of the group,
B.O.C. will augment its funds by
hiring him out as pastry cook or
assistant housewife to anyone interested.
Coed dining was inaugurated with mixed emotions. A
few of the boys, including
Herb Morton, entered the
Commons dining room with
loaded tray to be given a
(Continued on page five)
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Beauty, Danger— Lures
Of Sadie Hawkins Day

I

By Robert Leyton
Ever come to Smith Middle the
night of the annual scourge of the
campus, the Sadie Hawkins Dance?
Well, gather round and I'll tell you
all about it.
Bottle And Beauty
I was sitting at my desk breathlessly awaiting the arrival of my lovely bachelor girl, and also studying all
about the sexual reactions of the
male Erethizon dorsatus, when news
of her arrival came. With my book
propped up by my toes, I had in one
band a bottle of my favorite drink,
London Dry Distilled I.isterine,
which I was sipping slowly, when my
roommates staggered into the room.
Now Imth of my roomies are B. M.
O. C.'s and the acknowledged founders of the foremost campus fraternity, Delta Cholera — so I slightly
shuddered when they dolefully warned me that "it" had come.
I went down to our men's reception room — a temporary set-up.

There she was standing in the room,
uncaged. She was so beautiful that
words couldn't do her justice. Her
left eye was simply fascinating; it
must have been from the way her
right eye was always looking at it.
Her gentle features were enhanced
by an aristocratic corn cob pipe. I
could go on describing her, ad nauscuin, but anyway, when the boys revived me, I slipped into my costume.
Dreams Of Dear Old-We walked out through the hallowed portals of the dorm amidst raucous
laughter, to start an evening which
will forever remain etched (ugh) in
my memory. When we got to the
dance, she had to pay only sixty cents,
for I have a sylph-like figure, and after a vigorous evening of square
dancing and grand allemandes right
and left, she decided it would be best
to take me back safely to my dorm
since I didn't have a late per.
Two of the more ingenuitive fel(Continued on page eight)
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Square Dance,
Fun, Feature
"Day's" Antics

Play Within Play Seen
In Back Stage Doings

It all started last Thursday
night at 9 when a motley group of
excited,
franctic,
hopeful
and
giggling girls seized the phones.
They dialed the men's dorms, and
busy signals were received with
shrieks of horror. When a contact
was finally made, the resulting
cheer reverberated throughout the
dorm. Then the fun began.
"Hi, You-all"
Prospective Sadie Hawkins assumed all sorts of queer accents
in the hopes of disguising their
voices beyond recognition. Southern accents, Dogpatoh accents,
lisping, and sultry cajoles served
to perplex the victims. The excitement finally subsided about 11
when all of the dates bad been
secured.
The afternoon of the dance every
dorm was the center of much activity. Artistic souls were reflected
in the creation of many original
corsages. Where else but at a Sadie Hawkins Dance can one find
such things as tea bags, carrots,
coffee buns, paper money, lettuce
leaves, silver-wrapped kisses, and
beets combined in various ways to
produce corsages unequaled anywhere?
Reactions Varied
Promptly at 8 the girls arrived
at the men's dorms to pick up their
dates. Expressions registered on
the faces of the men ranged from
blankness to amazement to horror
to shock. Since the price of admission was determined by the
number of inches around each
fellow's waist, the slimmest ones
were the most popular. Of course,
it all depended on the girls themselves — some felt that they were
getting a bargain at any price.
After wearing themselves out
dancing, the Bates girls dragged
their men over to Marryin Sam
and got hitched for better or for
worse. They toasted the ceremony
with genuine Kickapoo Joy Juice
and all planned to live happily
ever after.

By Amelia Noyes
The story of a domineering
father ruling his unhappy family
with uncompromising severity will
pass over the footlights and penetrate the audience of the Little
Theater tomorrow,
Friday and
Saturday evening. However, there
is another performance that will
never reach the people out front,
a performance that boasts of being
a drama and comedy combined, a
performance enacted by the silent
people.

LOVELIER LINGERIE

Mezzanine Floor

Behind The Scenes
These
Robinson
Players enact their production during the
weeks of preparation
before
opening
night.
They
take
a
measurement here, straighten a
prop there, and see that make-up
is applied correctly. Yes, the students in this production entitled,
•Behind the Scenes," portray the
characters, prop handler, make-up
girl, prompter, stage manager, assistant director, costume fitter and
a cast of many others.
Because "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" is set in a Victorian atmosphere, it was especially
difficult for the props and costume
committees to fulfill their roles.
The former perused several antique
shops in Lewiston searching for
various pieces of furniture which
would enhance the room in which
Elizabeth Barrett Browning spent
her days. The latter was fortunate
to secure some original costumes
which will be worn by Elizabeth
and Wilson, the maid, in the play.
It can be noted that the medalions
on one of the period costumes are
100 years old. Besides this, 35 students worked on creating authentic
reproductions of original costumes
for the other cast members.
The backstage folk are versatile,
and capable of running a multitude
of errands. When one of the actors
can't make it for rehearsal, it is
common to see a prompter, play
book in hand, substituting for him.

U) P R OS
\VARDSRQS
DIAL 4-7371

* For Little Gals
The Perfect Pcttiskirt—
A minimum of bulk
With a maximum of
Charm, versatility, wear!

EXPRESS BUSES
Leaving from Campus Wednesday, Nov. 26
for Boston, Hartford, New York
* Make Your Reservations Early
* Watch Bulletin Board for Sales Date
* Save 10% — Buy Round Trip

By Vanity Fair

Check these samples of Greyhound Saving
Boston
Hartford
Springfield

O.W.
$3.40
6.25
5.35

R.T.
$ 6.15
New York
11.25
Worcester
9.65
New Haven
Plus U.S. Tax

O.W.
$7.90
4.35
6.75

R.T.
$14.25
7.85
12.15

For Information See The Campus Agent
DON BARRIOS

Simply washed—quickly dried
No pressing—because it's
Wonderful nylon tricot
With a pretty nylon net
Band scallopped on—
Obvious ecenomy at $3.95
Sizes 9 to 15

or
GREYHOUND TERMINAL
169 Main St

Tel. 2-8932

GREYHOUND

Free Gift Wrapping!
Free Mailing Anywhere
in the U.S.A.

The assistant director also has a
big job seeing that things run
smoothly. Since it is Miss Schaeffer's policy to let him take over
for rehearsals, he must have a keen
eye and ear to pick up any misplaced threads in the complicated
fabric of a production.
Rewarding Work
The workers behind the scenes
have gratifying rewards for their
labors, however. They have the
pleasure of bearing a few choice
bits of casual talk exchanged between the preparing actors. One of
the costumed girls tried on her
bonnet before the dressing room
mirror and exclaimed, "My goodness, I look exactly like a Blue
Bonnet Margarine ad." Another
actress was overheard to say in a
worried tone, "How will I ever
wipe this grin off my face? I'm
supposed to look serious when I
get out there."
It's hard to express the excited
animation prevailing in the dressing rooms with the multi-colored
lights surrounding the mirrors.
Victorian costumes hang about and
people scurry to meet their cue.
Everyone realizes they must function as a unit, for if one actor or
stage hand shirks his duty, the
production will be marred. The
play behind the scenes is in many
prospects as interesting as the one
out front.

Grapevine
(Continued from page four)
choice of five tables, all entirely populated with girls. It
will be worth mentioning to
some skeptics that all those involved in such episodes have
survived.
I'cte Knapp commented that
he'd never eaten so much so
pleasantly as at Rand. His only
difficulty was that he asked for
bread and was served one lonely
slice. He still wonders if he could
have eaten the plate too.
Joe College says the purpose of coed dining was lost
to him: "... two engaged
girls and one married one at
my table. What's the percentage in that?" "Butterball"
Hines and his friends ate at a
closed table of boys in Rand.
However Bob Abbott did have
occasion to speak to the girls
at the next table. He wanted
to know which spoon to use.
The Coffee at the Women's
Union afterwards was very well
populated. Dave Olney played for
singing and others settled down
to play hearts. A vote of thanks
to Stu-G for making the whole day
so successful.
A Sociology professor at
Cornell was describing the
marriage
customs
of
an
African primitive tribe recently, when two terrifyingly innocent freshmen girls got up to
leave the class, embarrassed
by the lecture. As they silently made their way toward the
door,
the
professor said,
"There's not much point in
going yet, girls. The next boat
for Africa won't leave until
nine o'clock tonight."
Last minute note: after a pleasant evening at the Sadie Hawkins
Dance, Dick Barry is reported to
be laid up with German measles.
Women's
viewpoint
is
"Good
grief!" Men's viewpoint: "If that's
all he caught, he's lucky."
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Dormitory Fives
Collect Players
For Winter Play
"Ofttimes at night 1 light my pipe
And watch the glovAng grates.
The shadows jail while I recall
Each dream of dear old Bates."
Before we pack the '52 football
season away in mothballs in some
dim corner of our Gallery of Memories, to be taken out and dusted
off only on those special evening
occasions when we direct our attention to an analysis of "glowing
grates," a few parting comments
would perhaps be in order at this
time.

By Bob Kolovson
Schedule-maker Bill Bowyer
has announced that the opening
date of the intramural basketball
season has been changed to Monday, December 8.

Bates Eleven Rated Best
In Country By Statistics
By Roger Schmutz
Bates College has the number
one football team in the country
by the convincing margin of 18
points. If for some reason or
other you don't believe this state•ment, read on and you will see how
the Bobcats are three touchdowns
better than the previous leader,
unbeaten and untied Michigan
State.
Bates ended its season with a
startling 17-0 upset win over Colby. Colby, on the other hand, beat
Trinity 13-6. According to the
comparative score idea that some
so-called experts try to base their
predictions on, this gives the Bobcits a 24-point edge on Trinity.
Earlier in the season, however, the
Hilltoppers had shown their real
worth in defeating Tufts, 20-12, so
naturally the Garnet should be
rated Tufts superior by 32 points.
(Forget about the 13-13 tie,
please.) It must not be forgotten
that the Jumbos had opened their
winning season with by outscoring Bowdoin 35-20 and consequently Bates is a whopping 47
points better than their rivals from
Brunswick. (Well, that's the way
it figures out.)
Williams Knocked Off
After splitting their next two
games following the Tufts loss, the
men of Adam Walsh handed Williams a 26-19 defeat. Through all
these statistics you can easily see
that the Bobcats would be 54-point
favorites over the Ephmen from
Williamstown if the two teams had
met. Now Williams had opened
its season by dropping a 28-0 decision to Boiling Air Force Base
thus placing the Garnet only 26

points up on Boiling.
For a little background, when
this game was originally scheduled
the Flyers were just an ordinary
service base team with only fair
player personnel.
About»* two
months before the start of the
football season, however, this
base was made the headquarter
operations field of the whole Air
Force and ex-All-Americans for
the gridiron team began arriving
by the carload. Because of this injection of player talent the Flyers
were able to successfully open the
season with a 13-12 win over a
Syracuse University eleven that
has since proven to be one of the
top teams in the East. If you can
follow the arithmetic up to this
point Bates is consequently 27
points superior to the* Orange.
On And On
To carry the process one step
further, Syracuse upset Penn State
25-7 and these 18 points, when added to the 27 previously collected,
place the Bobcats atop the Staters.
Finally, Michigan State crushed
the Nittany Lions' 34 to 7 to wash
out 27 points of this bulge and
leave Bates only three touchdowns
better than Michigan State.
Carrying this statement to its
logical conclusion, the Garnet is
six touchdowns better than Notre
Dame, seven over Oklahoma, and
an amazing 12 superior to once
mighty Texas.
Needless to say the Army-Navy
classic no longer holds any interest
for Bates students for how can you
get excited about two such obviously inferior teams.
If you don't believe all this, "It's
In The Book."

Barrios and Hamilton finished on crutches, Desalle
broke a leg, Dimartinis injured
his back, Harkins received a
Before that time, however, team
concussion, Reny wrenched his
managers must fill out a team rosback, Campbell had a recurter in Mr. Thompson's office by
rent head injury, Raia, ChumFriday, November 21. This is imbook, and Morton suffered leg
portant because after this date no
injuries, while Dick Coughlin,
further franchises will be considMoose Dimaira, Art Paton
ered.
received innumerable head, rib
Referees Wanted
and kidney bangs. For the
There will probably be three
most part, it is quite evident
leagues as was the case last year,
the going was pretty rough.
Football is no easy game, if enough teams enter to warrant
First of all, we may say that
especially
here at Bates. When the them. Anyone wishing to referee
for the most part it was a
cheers die down and the results intramural basketball this season
unique and eventful season.
are long forgotten, the players are should see Brother Bowyer before
Among the highspots were
left only with a persistent annoy- the Thanksgiving vacation.
Herb Morton's bash through the
Eligibility and forfeit rules for
ance
from a past injury, a few
center of the Tufts line from a
'52-'53 are as follows:
fond
memories,
and
a
certain
sense
wide spread formation to give
of maturity that comes from the
1. A man released from any VarBates its thirteenth and tying
point in the opening game at experience and satisfaction of a sity or Freshman squad may be dedifficult job well attempted.
clared eligible for participation in
Medford and the bedraggled
Perhaps it is this latter feeling that intramural sports provided he fulperformance of the Bobcats
makes the game worthwhile here fills the following conditions:
against the. potent running and
at Bates. Unfortunately, the cona. He must obtain a written repassing attack of Massachutribution of football to campus life
lease from the coach of that
setts at Amherst.
in recent years has seemingly
sport.
Don Barrios' desperate lunge failed to amount to a great deal
b. • The release must be preacross the goal line after catching beyond this particular value. Desented to the Senior Intraa Harkins pass on the three to give feat breeds indifference. If the
mural Manager and the Facthe Garnet a hard-fought victory widely publicized student apathy
ulty Director of Intramural
over Middlebury, the two long towards many campus affairs is
Sports for approval.
passes intercepted by a Hofstra actually an existing intangible,
2. Any man having received a
back which his team turned into and there is considerable evidence
varsity
letter in a sport either at
insurance t.d.'s in the final period, that it is, certain steps should be
and the giant gashes torn in the taken to counteract it. One such Bates or at any other college is
Bates line through which North- remedial measure could easily ap- ineligible for the corresponding
intramural sport.
eastern ball carriers were charg- ply to athletics.
3. All men excused from Physing toward a 20-7 victory also
And unless something is
ical Education by the College
stand out vividly.
done, the time might well
Physician will be ineligible for inStill seen is the image of Ed
come when the Bates Alumni
tramural sports participation.
Bogdanovich tearing across the No
Association, long in the habit
4. The use of an ineligible man
Man's Land that was a Garnet line
of having its members light up
in
any intramural contest will rebehind three bruising blockers, of
at night and dream of dear old
sult in the forfeiture of this conJack Cosgrove passing long into
YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
Bates, will suddenly find to its
test by the team using the ineligithe left lane to an end who outgreat alarm that an increasing
ble man. Managers will be responjumped and outran three Bates denumber of graduates have
sible for playing only eligible men.
fenders for the second Bowdoin
given up smoking.
5. A game will be forfeited if
touchdown at Back-To-Bates, and
DROPS FROM THE SHOWfinally of Bob Chumbook's amaz- ERS: Saturday the first full-length one team fails to appear fifteen
Tydol
Vcedol
Heating Oils
Federal Tires
ing 57 yard quick kick which rolled basketball scrimmage of the year minutes after the scheduled starting
time
of
the
contest.
If
neither
o.b. just in front of the red flag was held in the gym between the
and led to Bates' second score varsity and the frestynen. The team has the required number of
against Colby in the season's sen- varsity won, 69-62, but that mar- players available a loss shall be deOn Route 100 Auburn, Maine
clared against each team.
sational finale.
gin would have been considerably
BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND
Remembered also is the
greater if Coach Addison had left
piledriving running of Bob
the first stringers in longer —
TIBBY'S
Chumbook and Herb Morton,
George Schroder and Ed McKinRichie Raia's fine defensive
non were particularly impressive SPORTS CENTER
For Fine Foods — On Route 100 - Auburn, Maine
work, Dave Harkins' accurate
for the varsity . . .
NEEDS
FOR
EVERY
GAME
WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSSES STOP
marksmanship, the kicking of
For the frosh, stratospheric
AND SPORT
Chumbook and Bean and the
Dick Jenkins and Dave Rushevsky
steady positional play of ends
showed a great deal of promise.
18 Spruce St.
Lewiston
CHOICE
Don Hamilton and Charley
Taylor, Suesserman and Steinberg
Phone 3-0431
Pappas. Perhaps not so well
also merit comment in the column
CORSAGES
observed but of equal sigthis week for their play, the latter
<£
Off Lisbon St. at Further
nificance were the rugged if
particularly because he has the
BOB ERNST '53, AGENT
End of Park
not always successful efforts of
distinction of living on the same
the linemen: Art Paton, Moose
street in Brookline as this reportDimaria, Al Goddard, Dick
er and, even more important, beJtWElt* "
Coughlin, Paul Barbera, Dick
cause he has a cute sister who
Barton and Ralph Vena.
reads this column. Hi, Lorettal...
FALL JACKET
Coach Addison ordered
These, then, were the highlights
every spectator who attempted
JAMBOREE
of the 1952 football season for the
Auburn
83 Lisbon St.
Lewiston Auburn Theatre Bldg.
to enter the gym by the side
Bobcats. It was hardly what you
Phone
4-6959
Complete
Stocks
of
door up into the balcony.
might call a successful one, the
About halfway through the
performances against MassachuCampus Jackets
scrimmage no less a smiling
setts, Middlebury in part, NorthYou've Tried the Rest,
personage
than
C.
F.
Phillips
eastern, Maine (gulp) and BowSurcoats
DRAPER'S
Now Try the Bestl
himself walked through the
doin being better forgotten than
Forbidden Door. Coach Addirecalled. There were also the posiLeather Jackets
BAKERY
son remained strangely silent
tive achievements: against MiddleCourtesy Quality Service
. . . The way Prexy sat down
bury (first half and last two minat Sears' Low Prices
on the floor next to the freshPASTRY OF ALL KINDS
utes), Colby, certainly, and to
SAM'S
men substitutes he looked
some extent in the games with
more
like
a
frosh
manager
Tufts and Hofstra. But the year's
Original Italian Sandwich
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
than he did a college presioperations must be said to have re268 Main St
Tel. 2-9146
dent. Chuck, please) What will
sulted in a net deficit for the Bobthe
trustees
think?
54
Ash
Street
212
Main
St.,
Lewiston
cats.
Opp. St. Joseph's Church
They brought injuries too.
Over and out.

JIMMY'S

Jimmy's Diner

1£oxlxt-

Sears, Roebuck
and Co.
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Frosh Basketballers Show Lux Announces Hoopster Hopes High
And
First Team Power, Depth Basketball
Track Schedules After Early Practices

By Norm Sadovitz
The Freshman basketballers are
hopefully looking forward to their
opening game of the season against
Lewiston High school after vacation and the concensus of opinion
is that they may be justified in being optimistic.
Although the Bobkittens lost to
the varsity in a scrimmage last
Saturday (which is to be expected), they showed a great deal of
strength and depth as a team.
Taking into consideration the fact
that the Frosh had had only three
practice sessions before the scrimmage, they did not fare too badly.
The starting five was only a handful of points behind the first string
varsity, and their reserves also put
up a good fight.
Well-Rounded Roster
Lanky
six-five
Dick Jenkins
is a certain starter at center. He
has a good eye and uses his height
to good advantage. Al Johnson and
Dave Rushefsky will be the probable starters at guard positions.
Both boys are good ball handlers,
and were well known in highschool ball. John Godin and Dick
YVakely will probably round out
the first squad as forwards.
Other aspirants for starting positions are Ronnie Susserman and
Dick Steinberg who will see plenty
of action. Gene Taylor, a six-two
forward or center, will also be a

HOWARD

big help. Finishing off the squad
are forwards Upton, Gilman, Barry, Brecker, Cloutier (sidelined
with a finger injury), and guards
Brown and Miller.
The Frosh have a good number
of players who starred in high
and prep school basketball. Ironically, this may prove to be a deteriorating factor. If the boys try
to be individual standouts and
neglect team-work, the club cannot be as successful as they might
possihly be. However, Coach Addison, who is now coaching both varsity
and
freshman
basketball,
hinted that after a few more practices the basketballers will act
more as a team and less individually.
Frosh Show Depth
In the scrimmage, the second
string frosh did comparatively
better against the starting varsity
five than the second varsity team
did against the frosh starters. This
shows that the Bobkittens have a
strong bench which can fill the
shoes of the starters capably.
Last year's freshman team
boasted a record of 11 wins and
four defeats, and it has added
seven men to this year's varsity
squad. The '56 frosh team has a
good chance of equalling, if not
bettering, last year's record. One
thing is certain, the material for a
winning ball club is there.

JOHNSON'S

Open Daily Year 'Round

Varsity basketball and freshman and varsity indoor track
schedules for the 1952-53 winter
season have been released by
Athletic Director Lloyd H. Lux as
follows:

Varsity Basketball
1 at Gorham.
3 Bowdoin.
6 at New Hampshire.
10 at Maine.
12 Vermont.
13 Colby.
16 Clark.
Jan. 7 Farmington Teachers.
8 at Brandeis.
9 at Providence.
10 at Amherst.
u at Colby.
15 at Bowdoin.
17 Hofstra.
20' at Maine.
Feb. 9 New Hampshire.
11 St. Anselm's.
13 M. I.T.
14 Trinity.
17 Maine.
21 Northeastern.
25 Bowdoin.
28 Colby.
Dec.

Indoor Track
Jan. 10 — at Maine (frosh and
varsity).
Ian. 17 — U.N.H. (frosh and varsity).
Jan. 23 — M.C.I, (frosh).
Jan. 24 — Northeastern (varsity).
Feb. 11 — Deering (frosh).
Feb. 21 — Bowdoin ( frosh and
varsity).
Feb. 28 — Tufts (frosh and varsity).

Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

—

LIGHT LUNCHES

Men interested in playing
ice hockey on an informal

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
PORTLAND ROAD, AUBURN, MAINE

TEL.

Hockey Notice

4-7671

college

team

should

contact

Norm Sadovitz, J.B. Telephone
2-9193.
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(Shaves, Shampoos
and
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DRY CLEANSING
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FOR

Corsages
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Call and Delivery
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COLLEGE ST.

MURIEL PLAYS

I

CALL

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS a FURRIERS

DUBES
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-4587

By Pete Knapp
Optimism is running high among
members of the Bates varsity
basketball squad and Coach Bob
Addison as the 15-man team enters its third week of practice.
Although the 23-igame schedule
shows few pushovers on the slate,
and although the Bobcats lost their
three-year high scorer through the
graduation of Larry Quimby and
the drafting of a couple of promising juniors further dampened
hopes, nevertheless spirit on the
team has greatly improved over
last season. Whether this will be a
factor in producing wins for the
hoop squad this year remains to
be seen. It is a step in the right
direction.
Few Veterans, Soph Strength
Personnel-wise,
the
Bobcats
show few holdovers from last year,
and, as far as varsity competition
is
concerned.
will
be
green.
Charlie Bucknam, Jim Moody and
Ken Weiler are the only seniors
on the roster (Al Goddard will report later on), while Phil Publicover and Lynn Willsey are the
only
representatives
from
the
junior class. The remaining nine
members of the squad are all
sophomores — Gary Burke, Bob
Bean, Carl Harris, Walt Koball,
Ed McKiinnon, George Schroder,
Don Smith, and Ted Ward. Bob
Chumbook will also report later.
However, a great deal of the
burden will rest on the relatively
inexperienced shoulders of these
sophs. Pleased at the showing of
his team after a scrimmage session
with the freshmen last Saturday,
Coach
Addison
named Moody,
Bucknam, Weiler, Schroder, McKinnon, Ward, Smith and Bean
as doing exceptionally well.
Team Better As A Unit
Addison said the team worked
much better as a unit than before
this year and that the squad has
taken to the offensive pattern, although much has to be done on
defense yet. The foul shooting was
exceptionally sharp for early season play. Addison plans to use a
"controlled" fast break, taking the
break when the situation allows.
Set plays will be minimized, and
a standard offensive pattern fea-
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AUBURN
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SELF - SERVICE
LAUNDROMAT
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holding up to 9 lbs.
dry clothes
63 Sabattus St. - 8 a. m.-5 p. m.
44 Bates - Open Mon. Nite
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Steaks, Chops, Salads
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Tel. 3-0031
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413 Main St., Lewiston
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PEPPER STEAKS
FRIED CLAMS
LOBSTER ROLLS
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turing cutting, screening and picking will be employed.
As far as height is concerned,
the team will be about average for
a modern basketball squad. Publicover at six-five is the tallest man
on the roster, although Bean and
Weiler are
both six-four and
Chumbook and Smith six-three.
The rest cluster close around the
six-foot mark, with the exception
of Goddard, who is only five-six,
but who takes no back seat from
the taller men.
Concerning scoring, the team is
again balanced and perhaps no
man will consistently score in the
high teens or the 20's. On past
performances, Bucknam will score
a lot, but Weiler, Schroder, Ward
and
McKinnon will get their
share of points.
Season Opens Dec. 1
Looking to the schedule, the
opening contest is slated for Dec.
1 at Gorham against the Gorham
State Teachers' College five. The
first home game will be played
aigainst Bowdoin Dec. 3.
Besides the nine state series
games, outstanding contests will be
with New Hampshire, Vermont.
Brandeis. Providence, Hofstra, St.
Anselm's, M.I.T. and Trinity. The
Cats will play four games in as
many
days
Jan.
7-10,
facing
Brandeis,
Providence,
Amherst
and Colby during this road trip.
The last eight games on the list
will be played at home.
Rules Changes
This court season will see an
innovation in the rules relating to
fouls. The changes are as follows:
1. At no time may a team waive a
foul shot to take possession of the
ball out of bounds. 2. If a player,
awarded one foul shot misses his
first shot, he is given a second
shot and the ball is in play after
the second shot. If he makes the
first shot, no second try is awarded. If a player has been awarded
two foul shots, he takes just those
two. 3. Two shots are awarded for
any foul during the last two
minutes of play.

Gym Notice
Athletic Director Lloyd H.
Lux has announced requirements for gym 301M for the
week ending Nov. 29 will be
two meetings, taken either
Monday,
Tuesday or until
Wednesday noon.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
CHRIS NAST, 'S3
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27 Bardwell
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WVBC Schedule
Monday:
9:00 News
9:05 Up Front
(Joe College)
9:15 Top Vocalists (Jim Werner)
9:30 Chatter Program
(Dick Ehrenfeld)
9:45 News Analysis
(Weber and Wyllie)
10:00 Showtime
10:30 Idiots Delight
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Tuesday:
9:00 News
9:05 Sports
(Coughlin)
9:15 Mix It Up (Pete Hutchinson)
9:30 Double Cyn
(Eaves and Parsons)
9:45 Campus Chatter
(Jamie LeMire)
10:00 Jazz
(Pete Sadetsky)
(Once a month Smoky and
Dave)
10:30 That Old Black Magic
(Jack Eisner)
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Wednesday:
9:00 News
9:05 Sports
(Schmutz)
9:15 Hillbilly Music (Davenport)
9:30 Serial
(Ann Sabo)
9:45 Barry Gray Meadoughs
(Ray Meadoughs)
10:00 Side by Side
10:30 Disc Jockey
(Bruce Chandler)
10:55 News
1.1:00 Sign Off
Thursday:
9:00 News
9:05 Up Front
(Joe College)
9:15 Disc
(Bridgeforth and Chokalin)
9:30 Latin American
(Bobby Brown)
9:45 From Sept. On
(Pete Packard)
10:00 Al Pospisil
10:30 Your Gal
10:55 News

11 O0 Sign Off
Friday:
9:00 News
9:05 Sports
(Craven)
9:15 Piano
(Dick Short)
9:30 Dream Time
9:45 Disc
(Judy Clark and Bob Damon)
10:00 Request Show
(Kyte, Meet the Teachers
once a month)
10:30 Disc Request Show
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Saturday:
10:00 Music
(to be arranged)
12:00 Sign Off
Sunday:
7:00 Symphony Hall
9:00 Sign Off

BOC

Beauty, Danger

Calendar

(Continued from page one)
September. It was decided that
Colby College would be in charge
of next year's IOCA Conference.
Following the meeting the group
broke up into discussion groups.
The groups and their leaders were
cabins and trails, Richard Brenton and M. A. Brynnen; equipment, Judy Angell; hikes and trips,
Eleanor Feinsot and Fred Russell; new activities, Roger Theis;
publicity, Carol Magnuson and
Paul MacAvoy; Winter Carnival.
George Bateman and Carol
Greene.
Saturday evening there was a
program of square dancing, singing, and entertainment. A mountain climb was planned for Sunday
morning and the weekend was
climaxed by a baked ham dinner
Sunday noon.

(Continued from page four)
lows who had apparently escaped the
charms of the desperate coeds were
winding their bouyant way up both
sides of the street faking some trees
out of position. They walked up to a
parked car in which a couple was
conversing (or something) and yelled, "It's one o'clock, you have to be
in." At which said car promptly disappeared. Then Sadie Hawkins No.
512 and I walked blissfully back to
the dorm, thus ending another bright
chapter in the history of Sadie Hawkins Day.

Tonight
Vespers, Chapel, 9:15-9:45 p.m.
Thursday
Play, "'Barretts of Wimpole
Street," Little Theatre, 8 p.m.
Friday
Sampsonville Wives' Cake Sale,
Chase Hall Basement, 3-4 p.m.
Play, 8 p.m.
Saturday
Outing Club Roller Skate, Fair
Grounds, 7-11 p.m.
Play, 8 p.m.
Dance, Chase Hall, 10 - 11:45 p.m.
Sunday
World Government Club, Women's Union Smoking Room,
7:30- 10:30 p.m.
Monday
Stu-C Freshman election, 9-9:30
a.m.
Freshman Banquet, Commons,
6 - 8 p.m.

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Music
Monday
President Phillips

NOSE. THROAT.

1

and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

Coed Dining
(Continued from page two)
lowed to sign the names of the
person they went with on their
preference sheet to guide the committee in assigning them places.
Suggest New Card System
Many people professed a dislike
of the current system and wondered why we "had to go through
the rigamarole of cards each
week." Several people suggested
handing out Rand cards to one
half the dorms and cards for Commons to the other half. Then, they
said, anyone who for any reason
preferred one place to the other
could exchange cards with someone in another dorm. These cards
would be permanent and not collected at the doors.
King Hempel said, "I thought
that many of the fellows were
pleasantly surprised and pleased
with the way things were run at
Rand, but there could have been
much more mingling of boys and
girls at the tables."
In general, most of the coeds
enjoyed the dining, but a few opposing opinions came from the
men.

A responsible consulting organization has
reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.
A group off people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.
45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
10 years each.

examination, including X-ray pictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and throat.
The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:
"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

.

Mayoralty
(Continued from page one)
for Chase Hall dances with funds
appropriated by Stu-C for that
purpose.
The council recommended that a
council member be chosen next
year to take charge of rallies, with
power to appoint his own committee. Charles Calcagni and Richard
Prothero were appointed Stu-C
representatives on the chapel committee.
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